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We determine the homotopy type of the link of a nonempty face in the complex
of not 2-connected graphs on n vertices. Corollaries of our main result are that the
complex of not 2-connected 3-uniform hypergraphs on n vertices has the homotopy
type of a wedge of spheres of dimension n&4 and that the lattice of block-closed
graphs on n vertices is CohenMacaulay.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
For n # N, let 2(n) be the simplex with one vertex for each edge in the
complete graph Kn , so the vertices of 2(n) are indexed by the set ( [n]2 ) of
2-subsets of [n]. The faces of 2(n) correspond to graphs on vertex set [n]
in the natural way, with an m-dimensional face corresponding to a graph
with m+1 edges. In what follows, no distinction will be made between a
graph G and the face of 2(n) corresponding to G.
The basic notations and definitions from topology which appear here
without explanation are explained in [Bj]. It is assumed that the reader is
familiar with some rudimentary definitions from graph theory. A graph G
on vertex set V=V(G) with edge set E=E(G)( V2 ) will sometimes be
denoted by (V, E). Recall that G=(V, E ) is called 2-connected if G is
connected and for every v # V the subgraph of G induced on V"[v] is
connected. From now on, we will write GW for the subgraph of G induced
on any WV. We will call G separable if G is not 2-connected. If (V, E )
is separable and FE then (V, F ) is also separable. Thus the set
22n :=[G # 2(n) : G is separable]
is a subcomplex of 2(n). The topology of 22n is important in Vassiliev’s
study of knot invariants (see [V1, V2]). The following result was proved
independently in [BBLSW, T1].
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Theorem 1.1. The complex 22n has the homotopy type of a wedge of
(n&2)! spheres of dimension 2n&5.
Further results on the homology of 22n (actually that of the quotient
complex 2(n)22n) appear in [T2, Sh]. Here we will study the topology of
the links lk2n2(G) of the faces of 2
2
n , in order to understand the topology of
another complex arising in Vassiliev’s work, which is described below.
Recall that a block of a graph G=(V, E ) is a subset W of V such that
GW is 2-connected and for every proper superset X of W in V, GX is
separable. Also, a cutpoint of G is a vertex v # V such that GV"[v] has more
connected components than G. The following result is well known (see, for
example, [Lo]).
Proposition 1.2. Let G=(V, E) be a graph. There is a unique decom-
position V=ri=1 W i such that each W i is a block of G. If 1i< jr then
|Wi & Wj |1. All edges of G connect two points in the same block. The cut-
points of G are precisely those vertices which are contained in more than one
block. Let B(G) be the bipartite graph with one vertex for each cutpoint c of
G and one vertex for each block W of G, with an edge [c, W] if and only
if c # W. Then each connected component of B(G) is a tree. In particular, if
G is connected then B(G) is a tree.
We call a graph G block-closed if for each block W of G, the induced
subgraph GW is a clique. For any graph G, let c(G) be the number of
connected components of G and let b(G) be the number of blocks of G
which contain at least two vertices. Our main theorem is as follows.
Theorem 1.3. Let H # 22n . Then
(a) If H is not block-closed then lk2n2(H ) is contractible, and
(b) If H is block closed then lk2n2(H ) has the homotopy type of a
wedge of spheres of dimension 2c(G)+b(G)&5.
The main reason for proving Theorem 1.3 is to understand the topology
of another class of complexes which arises in Vassiliev’s studies of
invariants of maps of the circle into R3 whose image contains no threefold
self-intersections and invariants of ornaments (see [V3]). Recall that a
hypergraph H on vertex set [n] is simply a collection of subsets of [n].
For k # [n], H is called k-uniform if each X # H satisfies |X |=k. In par-
ticular, a 2-uniform hypergraph is a graph. The underlying graph of a
hypergraph H on [n] is the graph GH on [n] with [i, j] # E(GH) if and
only if there is some X # H with [i, j]X. For n # N and k # [n], let
2(n, k) be the simplex with one vertex for each k-subset of [n]. Then, as
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with the case k=2, 2(n, k) has one face for each k-uniform hypergraph on
[n], and the set
22n, k :=[H # 2(n, k) : GH is separable]
is a subcomplex of 2(n, k). As noted above in the cases k=2, 3, the com-
plexes 22n, k for arbitrary n, k (actually, the quotient complexes 2(n, k)2
2
n, k)
arise in work of Vassiliev. Some results on these complexes appear in
[BBLSW]. Combining Theorem 1.3 with some of the results in [BBLSW]
gives the following corollary (see Conjecture 9.5 of [BBLSW]).
Corollary 1.4. For n3, the complex 22n, 3 has the homotopy type of
a wedge of spheres of dimension n&4. If an is the number of spheres in this
wedge, then the generating function P(x) :=n3 (&1)n an(xnn !) satisfies
P$(x)=ln \ &x(x&2)(x&1)+- 2&(x&1)2+ .
The proof of Corollary 1.4 involves examining the poset 7n, 2 of block-
closed graphs on [n], where for block-closed graphs G=([n], E(G)) and
H=([n], E(H )) we have GH if and only if E(G)E(H ). Note that 7n, 2
has a unique minimum element (the graph < with no edges) and a unique
maximum element (the complete graph Kn , which is the only 2-connected
block-closed graph). In fact, as noted in [BBLSW], 7n, 2 is a lattice.
Recall that for a poset P, the order complex 2(P) is the simplicial
complex whose vertices are the elements of P and whose simplices are the
subsets of P which are totally ordered by the relation defining P. For
x, y # P, we write (x, y) for the subposet of P consisting of all z # P with
x<z< y, and we write 2(x, y) for the order complex of this subposet. The
following result follows easily from Quillen’s fiber lemma. A proof appears
in the next section.
Proposition 1.5. Let H # 22n . Then lk2n2(H ) is homotopy equivalent to
the order complex 2(P(H )), where P(H ) is the subposet of 7n, 2"[Kn]
consisting of all block-closed graphs which contain H as a proper subgraph.
Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.5 can be combined with results from
[BBLSW] to give the following result (see Section 11 of [Bj] for
definitions, basic results and references on CohenMacaulay posets and
complexes).
Corollary 1.6. For n2, the poset 7n, 2 is CohenMacaulay.
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2. THE PROOFS
We now provide the proofs of Proposition 1.5, Theorem 1.3, and
Corollaries 1.4 and 1.6, in the order just listed. Before doing so, we intro-
duce some additional notation. For graphs G, K on the same vertex set V,
G _ K will denote the graph on V with edge set E(G) _ E(K ). The graphs
G & K and G"K are defined similarly. Also, we write GK if E(G)E(K )
(that is, if G is a subgraph of K ). For an edge e=[x, y] # E(G), G&e or
G&[x, y] will denote the graph obtained from G by removing e from
E(G). If e=[x, y]  E(G) then G+e or G+[x, y] will denote the graph
obtained from G by adding e to E(G).
Fix H # 22n . Let FP(H ) be the poset whose elements are the nonempty
simplices in lk2n2(H ), ordered by inclusion. Then lk2n2(H ) is homeomorphic
to 2(FP(H)) (see Section 9 of [Bj]), so to prove Proposition 1.5 it suf-
fices to show that 2(FP(H )) is homotopy equivalent to 2(P(H )). For
G # FP(H ) let G be the unique block-closed graph with the same blocks
as G _ H. Define f : FP(H )  P(H ) by G [ G . Then f is a well-defined,
order preserving map. For K # P(H), set fK :=[G # FP(H ) : f (G)K].
Then fK is the subposet of FP(H ) consisting of all G such that GK"H.
Since fK has a unique maximum element K"H, 2( fK) is a cone whose
apex is the vertex corresponding to K"H, and is therefore contractible.
Proposition 1.5 now follows from Quillen’s fiber lemma (see Section 1 of
[Qu] or Theorem 10.5 of [Bj]).
Theorem 1.3(a) now follows easily, since if H is not block-closed then the
block-closed graph whose blocks are those of H is the unique minimum
element of P(H ), and therefore 2(P(H )) is a (contractible) cone.
To prove Theorem 1.3(b), we first note that the claim therein holds for
small n (say n=2, 3) by observation, so we can proceed by induction
on n. We will need a collapsibility result which is a special case of Forman’s
discrete Morse theory (see [Fo]; also see [Ch, Sh] for a description of the
theory in the language that will be used below).
For a simplicial complex 7, define D(7) to be the directed graph whose
vertices are (indexed by) the faces of 7 (including the empty face), with an
arc _  { if and only if { is a maximal face of _ in 7. That is, D(7) is
obtained from the Hasse diagram of the face poset of 7 by directing each
edge downwards. For a set X of arcs in D(7), define DX (7) to be the
directed graph obtained by reversing the direction of all the arcs in X. Thus
if A(7) is the set of arcs in D(7) and AX (7) is the set of arcs in DX (7)
then AX (7)=(A(7)"X) _ [{  _ : _  { # X].
Recall that a perfect matching in a directed graph D is a set M of arcs
such that each vertex of D is an endpoint (at either end) of exactly one arc
in M, and that D is acyclic if there is no directed cycle in D. We will call
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a set M of arcs in D(7) an acyclic perfect matching if M is a perfect match-
ing in D(7) and DM(7) is acyclic. The next proposition, which is a special
case of Theorem 3.5 of [Fo], is easy to prove by induction on the number
of faces of 7 (see Proposition 3.7 of [BBLSW]).
Proposition 2.1. Let 7 be a simplicial complex. If D(7) contains an
acyclic perfect matching then 7 is collapsible.
See Section 11 of [Bj] for facts about collapsibility, the most important
of which for our purposes is that a collapsible complex is contractible.
Proposition 2.1 will be used in conjunction with the following proposition
(see [BW] or Lemma 10.2 of [Bj]) to produce a quotient complex of
lk2n2(H ) which has the same homotopy type but a more transparent
structure.
Proposition 2.2. Let 7 be a simplicial complex and let 1 be a contractible
subcomplex of 7. Then 7 is homotopy equivalent to the quotient complex
71.
See [LW] for basic facts on quotient complexes, along with facts about
cell complexes which will be used below.
Fix a block-closed graph H # 22n . Note that if E(H)=< then lk2n2=2
2
n .
In this case we have c(G)=n, b(G)=0, and Theorem 1.3(b) is part of
Theorem 1.1. We now assume that E(H ){<. Since H is separable,
H{Kn . Since H is neither empty nor complete and lk2n2(K ) is
homeomorphic with lk2n2(H ) for any graph K which is isomorphic to H, we
may (and do) make the following assumptions:
v The edge [1, n] is not in E(H ), and
v For some 1<i<n the edge [i, n] is in E(H).
Let I1 be the star of [1, n] in lk2n2(H ) (see [Bj, 9.9]). Note that
lk2n2(H )"I1 consists of those G # lk2n2(H ) such that [1, n]  E(G) and
(G _ H )+[1, n] is 2-connected.
Lemma 2.3. Let K be a separable graph with |V(K )|>2. Assume [x, y]
 E(K ) and K+[x, y] is 2-connected. Then K has blocks W1 , W2 , ..., Wr
with x # W1 , y # Wr and W i & W j {< if and only if |i& j |1. In other
words, B(K ) is a path with endpoints W1 and Wr .
Proof. First note that if K is not connected then (as |V(K )|>2) either
K+[x, y] is not connected or one of x, y is a cutpoint of K+[x, y]. Both
of these conditions are impossible. Therefore, B(K ) is a tree. Note that each
vertex of degree one in B(K ) corresponds to a block of K. If K does not
have the structure described in the lemma, then there is some vertex of
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degree one corresponding to a block which contains neither x nor y. Let
c be the unique cutpoint of K contained in that block. Then c is a cutpoint
of K+[x, y], which is impossible. K
For G # lk2n2(H )"I1 let m(G) be the unique cutpoint of G _ H contained
in the block of G _ H which contains vertex 1. Note that Lemma 2.3
guarantees the existence of m(G). Define
I2 :=[G # lk2n2(H )"I1 : [m(G), n]  E(H )],
and set
I :=I1 _ I2 .
By definition, I1 is a subcomplex of lk2n2(H ). If G # I2 and e # E(G) then
either G&e # I1 or m(G&e) is contained in the block of G _ H which con-
tains 1. In the second case we have [m(G&e), n]  E(H), so G&e # I2 .
Therefore, I is a subcomplex of lk2n2(H ).
Lemma 2.4. The directed graph D(I) contains an acyclic perfect matching.
Proof. Let X=[G # I1 : [1, n] # E(G)] and let M1 be the set of arcs
M1 :=[G  G&[1, n] : G # X ].
Let Y=[G # I2 : [m(G), n] # E(G)] and set
M2 :=[G  G&[m(G), n] : G # Y ].
Set M=M1 _ M2 . We will see that M is an acyclic perfect matching in
D(I).
It follows immediately from the definitions that M1 is a perfect matching
in D(I1), so to show that M is a perfect matching in D(I) it suffices to
show that both endpoints of each arc in M2 lie in I2 and that each element
of I2 is the endpoint of a unique arc in M2 . Say G # Y. Then G _ H has
exactly two blocks W1 , W2 with 1 # W1 , n # W2 , and m(G) is the unique
cutpoint of G _ H. Let K be the subgraph of G _ H induced on W2 , so K
is 2-connected. If K&[m(G), n] is 2-connected then the blocks of
(G _ H )&[m(G), n] are W1 and W2 , and m(G&[m(G), n])=m(G), so
G&[m(G), n] # I2 .
Say K&[m(G), n] is separable. If |W2 |=2 then [m(G), n] is the only
edge in E(G _ H ) containing n. This contradicts our assumption that there
is some [i, n] in E(H ), so we must have |W2 |>2. By Lemma 2.3, the
blocks of K&[m(G), n] are V1 , ..., Vr with m(G) # V1 , n # Vr and V i & Vj
{< if and only if |i& j |1. Now the blocks of (G _ H )&[m(G), n] are
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W1 , V1 , ..., Vr and m(G&[m(G), n])=m(G). It follows that G&[m(G), n]
# I2 . Therefore, both endpoints of any arc in M2 lie in I2 .
If G # Y then G is an endpoint of the arc G  G&[m(G), n] # M2 , and
any other arc in M2 which has G as an endpoint is of the form K  G with
K # Y. Assume for contradiction that such an arc exists. Since G # Y, we
know that G _ H has exactly two blocks. Since K _ H is separable, the
blocks of K _ H are those of G _ H and m(K )=m(G). The desired
contradiction now follows from the fact that [m(K ), n] # E(G). Therefore,
G is the endpoint of a unique arc in M2 .
If G # I2"Y then any arc in M2 which has G as an endpoint is of the
form K  G with K # Y, so G=K&[m(K ), n]. Assume that such a K
exists. Since K # I2 , vertices 1 and n are in distinct blocks K _ H. Therefore
m(K )=m(G) and K=G+[m(G), n]. Now note that m(G) is the unique
cutpoint of (G _ H )+[m(G), n]. It follows that G+[m(G), n] # Y, so the
arc G+[m(G), n]  G is the unique arc in M2 having G as an endpoint.
Therefore, M is a perfect matching in D(I).
Since I1 is a subcomplex of I and no arc in M has one endpoint in I1
and the other in I2 , there is no arc in DM(I) of the form G  K with
G # I1 and K # I2 . It follows that any directed cycle in DM(I) either has
all vertices in I1 or has all vertices in I2 . Now note that any directed cycle
in DM(I) is of the form
A1  B1  A2  B2  } } }  Ar  Br  Ar+1=A1 ,
where there are edges a1 , ..., ar , b1 , ..., br with B i=Ai+a i and Ai+1=
Bi&bi for all i # [r]. Also, the multisets [a1 , ..., ar] and [b1 , ..., br] are
equal. To see that these claims hold, let
G1  G2  } } }  Gs=G1
be any directed cycle in DM(I). For each i # [s&1], either G i is a maximal
proper subgraph of Gi+1 or Gi+1 is a maximal proper subgraph of Gi .
Since M is a matching, it cannot be the case that |E(Gi)|<|E(Gi+1)|<
|E(Gi+2)| for i # [s&2] or that |E(Gs&1)|<|E(G1)|<|E(G2)|. The first
claim follows. Since Ar+1=A1 is obtained from A1 by adding all the ai and
removing all the bi , the second claim also holds.
Now assume for contradiction that there is a cycle of the form just
described in DM(I) with all the Ai and all the Bi contained in I1 . Then
Bi  Ai # M1 for each i, and it follows that each ai=[1, n]. Therefore,
each bi=[1, n] and A2=A1 , giving the desired contradiction.
Finally, assume for contradiction that there is a cycle of the given form
in DM(I) with all the Ai and all the Bi contained in I2 . Then each ai=
[m(Bi), n], so n is an endpoint of each bi . Since n is not in the block of
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Bi _ H containing 1, the block of Ai+1 _ H containing 1 is the same as the
block of Bi _ H containing 1, so m(Ai+1)=m(Bi) for each i # [r]. By the
same argument, m(Ai)=m(Bi) for each i. Therefore, ai=[m(A1), n]=b i
for each i and A2=A1 , giving the desired contradiction. Therefore, DM(I)
contains no directed cycles. K
By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, lk2n2(H ) is homotopy equiv-
alent to lk2n2(H )I. Let F=lk2n2(H )"I. Then lk2n2(H )I admits a cell
structure with one point p0 (corresponding to the collapsed subcomplex I)
and one k-cell for each k-simplex of lk2n2(H ) which lies in F. If G, K # F
and G is a face of K in lk2n2(H ), then the boundary of K is attached to G
in lk2n2(H )I in the same way it is attached in lk2n2(H ). If G # I, K # F
then any part of the boundary of K which was attached to G in lk2n2(H ) is
attached to p0 in lk2n2(H )I.
Now G # F if and only if the following conditions hold:
v [1, n]  E(G) and (G _ H )+[1, n] is 2-connected, and
v [m(G), n] # E(H ).
If these conditions hold then G _ H has two blocks and m(G) is the
unique cutpoint of G _ H. It follows that if G, K # F and G is a face of K
in lk2n2(H ) then m(K )=m(G) and K _ H has the same blocks as G _ H.
For each i # [n&1] such that [i, n] # E(H ), let L(i, H ) be the subcomplex
of lk2n2(H )I consisting of p0 and all cells G # F such that m(G)=i. By the
argument just given, lk2n2(H )I is the union of the subcomplexes L(i, H ),
and if i{ j then L(i, H ) & L( j, H )=[ p0]. Thus lk2n2(H )I is the wedge at
p0 of the subcomplexes L(i, H ).
Fix i such that [i, n] # E(H ). Define P(i ) to be the set of all pairs [A, B]
of subsets of [n] satisfying the following conditions:
v A _ B=[n],
v A & B=[i],
v 1 # A and n # B, and
v if W is a block of H then either WA or WB.
Note that if G{ p0 is a cell in L(i, H ) then the two blocks A, B of G _ H
satisfy the conditions just given. For [A, B] # P(i ), let L(A, B) be the sub-
complex of L(i, H ) consisting of p0 and all cells G # F such that the blocks
of G _ H are A, B. Then L(i, H ) is the wedge at p0 of the subcomplexes
L(A, B). We now see that in order to prove Theorem 1.3(b), it suffices to
show that for each i and for each [A, B] # P(i ), the complex L(A, B) is
homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of dimension 2c(H )+b(H)&5.
We will need the following result.
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Lemma 2.5. Let 7 be a contractible simplicial complex and let 1 be a
nonempty subcomplex of 7. Then the quotient complex 71 is homotopy
equivalent to the (unreduced ) suspension susp(1).
Proof. Let Ci be the mapping cone of the identity embedding of 1 in
7, so Ci is obtained from the disjoint union of the complexes 7 and
cone(1) :=x V 1 (where x is a point not in 1 ) by identifying the copies of
1 which appear in each complex. Then
71&Cicone(1 )&Ci .
Indeed, the first two complexes are homeomorphic, and the second
equivalence follows from Proposition 2.2. Since Ci is the union of the
contractible subcomplexes cone(1) and 7, and the intersection of these
subcomplexes is 1, the lemma follows from Lemma 10.4 of [Bj]. K
Fix i # [n&1] with [i, n] # E(H ) and fix [A, B] # P(i ). Let HA be
the subgraph of H induced on A and define HB similarly. Let 2(A)
be the simplex whose faces are (indexed by) all graphs on A and let
22A be the subcomplex of 2(A) consisting of all separable graphs on A.
Define 2(B) and 22B similarly.
Since H is block-closed, each of HA , HB is either separable or complete.
We examine the three possible cases separately.
First assume that both HA and HB are complete. In this case, H is a
maximal face of 22n , so lk2n2(H )=[<], that is, lk2n2(H ) is a (&1)-sphere.
Now H is connected and has two blocks, so 2c(H )+b(H )&5=&1, and
Theorem 1.3(b) holds in this case.
Next assume exactly one of HA , HB is complete. We may assume that
HA is separable and HB is complete. Then the cells of L(A, B) are p0 along
with one k-cell for each graph K on A satisfying the following conditions:
(1) |E(K )|=k+1,
(2) K & HA=<, and
(3) K _ HA is 2-connected.
The quotient complex lk2(A)(HA)lk22A(HA) admits a cell decomposition
which is isomorphic to the given decomposition of L(A, B), so the two
complexes are homeomorphic. Since lk2(A)(HA) is a simplex, Lemma 2.5
gives
L(A, B)&susp(lk22A(HA)).
Therefore, by inductive hypothesis, L(A, B) is homotopy equivalent to a
wedge of spheres of dimension 1+2c(HA)+b(HA)&5. Now c(H )=c(HA)
(the component of H containing B is the union of B and the component
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of HA containing i ), and b(H )=b(HA)+1 (the blocks of H which contain
more than one vertex are those of HA along with B). Theorem 1.3(b) now
follows in this case.
Finally, assume that both HA and HB are separable. In this case, a cell
K{ p0 in L(A, B) is uniquely determined by first choosing a graph KA on
A with KA & HA=< and KA _ HA 2-connected and then choosing a
graph KB on B satisfying the same properties with respect to HB . It follows
that the given cell structure on L(A, B) is isomorphic with a cell structure
on the quotient complex (lk2(A)(HA) V lk2(B)(HB))S, where S is obtained
from the disjoint union of lk2(A)(HA) V lk22B(HB) and lk22A(HA) V lk2(B)(HB)
by identifying the subcomplexes lk2
A
(HA) V lk22B(HB) which appear in each
component of the disjoint union.
By Lemma 2.5, we have
L(A, B)&susp(S).
Since lk2(A)(HA) is a nonempty simplex, the subcomplex T=lk2(A)(HA) V
lk22B(HB) of S is collapsible. By Proposition 2.2, S&ST. Now ST admits
a cell structure isomorphic to one admitted by
Q :=(lk22A(HA) V lk2(B)(HB))(lk22A(HA) V lk22B(HB)),
so S&Q. Since lk2(B)(HB) is a simplex which strictly contains lk22B(HB), we
may apply Lemma 2.5 to get
Q&susp(lk22A(HA) V lk22B(HB)).
Now if 7 is any complex then susp(7)&S0 V 7. Also, the join operation on
complexes is associative, and S 0 V S0 &S1. Combining these facts with the
above observations, we get
L(A, B)&S1 V lk22A(HA) V lk22A(HB).
If 7i is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of dimension di for
i # [1, 2] then 71 V 72 is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of
dimension d1+d2+1 (see Lemma 2.5(ii) of [BWe]). Using this fact and
the inductive hypothesis, we calculate that L(A, B) has the homotopy type
of a wedge of spheres of dimension 2(c(HA)+c(HB))+b(HA)+b(HB)&7.
Theorem 1.3(b) now follows, since c(HA)+c(HB)=c(H )+1 (the compo-
nent of H containing i gets counted twice in the sum) and b(HA)+
b(HB)=b(H ) (each block of H which contains more than one vertex is
contained in exactly one of A, B).
We will prove Corollaries 1.4 and 1.6 after recalling the following results,
which appear as Theorem 5.7(i), Lemma 5.10, and Theorem 6.1 (and the
following remark) in [BBLSW].
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Lemma 2.6. The lattice 7n, 2 is ranked with rank function \, where
\(G)=2n&2c(G)&b(G).
Lemma 2.7. If the order complex of the open interval (G, Kn) in 7n, 2 is
topologically (n&5)-connected for every forest G # 22n then 2
2
n, 3 is homotopy
equivalent to a wedge of spheres of dimension n&4.
Lemma 2.8. Let M3(x)=n3 /~ (22n, 3) x
nn!, where /~ is the reduced
Euler characteristic. Then
M$3(x)=ln \ &x(x&2)(x&1)+- 2&(x&1)2+ .
To prove Corollary 1.4, we note that if G is a forest then G is block-
closed with b(G)=|E(G)| and c(G)=n&|E(G)|. It follows from
Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.5 that 2(G, Kn) has the homotopy type of
a wedge of spheres of dimension 2n&|E(G)|&5 and is therefore
(2n&|E(G)|&6)-connected. The first claim of Corollary 1.4 now follows
from Lemma 2.7, since |E(G)|n&1. The second claim follows from
Lemma 2.8, since the reduced Euler characteristic of a wedge of j spheres
of dimension k is (&1)k j.
The claim of Corollary 1.6 holds for small n by inspection, and the proof
is by induction on n. Note that if H is block-closed with blocks of sizes
n1 , ..., nr then the ideal in 7n, 2 generated by H is isomorphic to the product
poset 7n1 , 2_ } } } _7nr , 2 . Since the product of CohenMacaulay posets is
CohenMacaulay (this is well known and follows from [Bj, 11.9]), it
follows from our inductive hypothesis that if G, H # 7n, 2 with GH{Kn
then 2(G, H) is (\(H )&\(G)&3)-connected, where \ is the rank function
of Lemma 2.6. Therefore, to prove Corollary 1.6 it suffices to show that if
G # 7n, 2 "Kn then 2(G, Kn) is (\(Kn)&\(G)&3)-connected. By Lemma 2.6,
\(Kn)&\(G)=2c(G)+b(G)&3, and Corollary 1.6 now follows from
Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.5.
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